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Greetings!

At the Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the RFI Board, Reiki
Home continued to unfold! An exciting vision for Reiki Home
grew, became clearer and the groundwork for future offerings
was prepared. In this issue you will experience a small taste
of the AGM.

We hope you sense our excitement as we continue to listen
to Reiki and work together to manifest Reiki Home.

Highlights of the RFI Annual General Meeting

From September 9-17 the Board met for reflection,
discussion and decision making in Orval, Belgium. Here are
the highlights:

1. One word describes the experience - GRATITUDE.
Gratitude for all the gifts of time, skill, effort, and
money given over the past five years from so many
people. Gratitude for the lessons learned, the
challenges met and the reconciliation that resulted

2. The Bylaws were amended to support the vision of
Reiki Home as a place of welcome for all Reiki
students, lineages and established Reiki practices.

3. Financial reports showed a financially stable,
transparent organization - one poised and ready for
new growth.

4. A 3-year strategic plan was drafted and provides
guidance for Reiki Home's growth through 2018.

New Purpose Statement

The Board has developed a new purpose statement and from
it flows our work. It reads:

To serve the world by educating people in ways that the
practice of Reiki creates a way of living that promotes
mental, emotional, physical and spiritual health in which
all life flourishes.
 
Reiki Home is a global movement inviting students to gather
in Reiki as family, to work together. As we acknowledge and
respect our differences, we become living examples of
compassion and healing.
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The Path Walked

It was in 2009 when
a group of eight
students began
meeting monthly to
explore the meaning of
the word "Home."

From that small
beginning, Reiki Home is emerging with the strength of
shared purpose and a vision to serve the world from a place
of deep gratitude.  

The years between were filled with questions, moments of
confusion and growing clarity of purpose and vision. It has not
been easy and the journey gave each of us an invitation to
grow in our understanding of the gift and call of Reiki. 
 
We recognize and affirm that we are called to live Reiki, to be
the change we seek and to live the Reiki principles and the
spirit of Reiki Home. We are growing and developing shared
leadership, with teams and groups working together
supporting each other in living our lives in ways that are kind
and loving to all Creation so that all life flourishes. 
 

A Journey of Gratitude

As the Board and witnesses listened to and explored the story
of Reiki Home's birth and development, we stopped many
times to offer gratitude and send Reiki for healing.

All Board members from 1997 to the present were recognized
for holding the energy that allowed Reiki Home to emerge.
Reiki was sent to the people and places where pain and
disappointment were experienced as we recognized and
honored the gift of growth that came from those difficult
times. 
 
Gratitude was given for each and every contribution made,
every word shared, every task completed or not finished. The
activating and restraining energy worked through all of us to
create a place of reconciliation which resulted in a more solid
foundation upon which to manifest Reiki Home. 

The journey began with one word - HOME - became a vision 
- and now is a living movement committed to changing the
world, bringing peace to the planet and joy to the hearts of all. 
 

Your Invitation

Reiki Home is a great adventure into the unknown mystery of
Reiki. As we grow, we seek to live the Reiki principles, the
spirit of Home, and to develop shared leadership with
teams and groups working together.

http://your.website.address.here
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Join Our List

We invite you to participate in the adventure of Reiki Home as
we join together in Reiki hand in hand, heart to heart
welcoming all who come as we give gratitude to Reiki, our
guide and teacher.   

Current volunteer opportunities include: 
     Online Office Assistance
     Scribes for meetings 
     Maintaining Constant Contact email program
     Financial Oversight volunteers 

     Newsletter team (writers, proofreaders, editors, manager)
     Graphic designers
     Team members for the Akademia Team, ED Group, Core
Team, Translation Team, Communication Team       
     
     Video/audio producers  
     Website management/designers   
     Social media managers: Facebook, Twitter  
 
     Translators in Dutch, Spanish, French, German, Italian,  
Russian, Portuguese, Japanese. 

Email Elaine at Reiki Home to have a conversation on what is
needed and to explore ways you might become involved! 

Invite Others

All are welcome! 
 
Reiki Home welcomes all students (First Degree, Second
Degree and Masters) of all lineages and established Reiki
practices.

Forward this issue to those you know by clicking on the
Forward to a Friend button on the left. Invite your friends and
students to subscribe to An Unfolding Journey by clicking on
the Join Our List button in the left column.

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=KXD5MYFLFQ4SN
http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?m=1116284507538&a=1121634840484&ea=
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1116284507538
mailto:reikifoundation@gmail.com

